Cubs—Youth-led

The Pack decides on its adventures, coming up with the big picture for its program. The Howler Council makes decisions and identifies the tasks and skills the Pack needs to be successful on its adventures.

Cubs—Using Lairs

The Canadian Path functions mainly in small groups. For Cubs, this means **Lairs**.

- Cubs are titled by their roles in the Pack.
- **Howlers** use shared leadership to run their Lairs.
- **Trackers** act as mentors to the Runners.
- **Trackers** help create links with the Beaver Colony.
- **Runners** share what they would like to explore with the Pack.
- Howlers gather information from their Lairs regularly and help make decisions for the Pack.
- Adventures are planned, shared and reviewed seasonally.

**Plan**

Sections plan their activities, considering the who, what, where, when and how. A risk assessment is part of every plan.

**Do**

Sections practise the skills relevant to their planned adventure, then do the activity.

**Review**

Sections evaluate and celebrate their adventures, identifying useful lessons.

Cub Scouts are aware of their own personal growth and progression.

**Using the Map**

The Pack uses the **Jungle Map** to identify the six Program Areas and create a balanced program.

**It’s New!**

The Pack pursues different adventures, trying new things regularly.